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Interactions between two-dimensional composite vector solitons carrying topological charges
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We present a comprehensive study of interactions~collisions! between two-dimensional composite vector
solitons carrying topological charges in isotropic saturable nonlinear media. We numerically study interactions
between such composite solitons for different regimes of collision angle and report numerous effects which are
caused solely by the ‘‘spin’’~topological charge! carried by the second excited mode. The most intriguing
phenomenon we find is the delayed-action interaction between interacting composite solitons carrying opposite
spins. In this case, two colliding solitons undergo a fusion process and form a metastable bound state that
decays after long propagation distances into two or three new solitons. Another noticeable effect is spin-orbit
coupling in which angular momentum is being transferred from ‘‘spin’’ to orbital angular momentum. This
phenomenon occurs at angles below the critical angle, including the case when the initial soliton trajectories
are in parallel to one another and lie in the same plane. Finally, we report on shape transformation of vortex
component into a rotating dipole-mode solitons that occurs at large collision angles, i.e., at angles for which
scalar solitons of all types simply go through one another unaffected.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Soliton interactions are one of the most fascinating f
tures of nonlinear sciences. They are universal, display
features common to all solitons, in spite of the diversity
the physical systems in which solitons are found@1#. The
underlying reason for this universality is the fact that solito
can be viewed as bound states of their own induced pote
well or, in nonlinear optics, as modes of their own induc
waveguide @2#. The simplest case arises when the se
induced waveguide~potential well! has only one mode popu
lated, in which case the soliton is a ‘‘single-mode’’ entity.
this vein, collisions of single-mode solitons can be view
intuitively as interactions between guided modes of adjac
waveguides, and the interaction outcome is determined
the relation between the collision angle and the~complemen-
tary! critical angle (uc) for total internal reflection in each
waveguide. Experimentally, collisions between single-mo
solitons have been studied in detail, demonstrating fully e
tic collisions between Kerr solitons@3#, almost-elastic colli-
sions between solitons in saturable nonlinear media inter
ing at angles above the critical angle@4#, and inelastic
collisions between solitons that yield fusion@4–7#, fission
@7#, annihilation@7#, and spiraling@8#.

More than a decade ago, multimode~or composite! soli-
tons were proposed: First in the temporal domain@9#, and
later on in the spatial domain@10#. The discovery of solitons
in noninstantaneous nonlinear media has opened up a
range of possibilities in terms of demonstrating compos
solitons@11# ~see details and citations in Ref.@1#!. And in-
deed composite bright-dark@12# and multimode solitons@13#
were experimentally observed. Theoretical and experime
papers on interactions of composite solitons followed so
thereafter, reporting on shape transformations upon collis
1063-651X/2001/63~6!/066608~10!/$20.00 63 0666
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@14#, and on a bound state between two vector solitons, e
being a composite dark-bright soliton pair@15#. In all of
these studies the solitons considered were of~111!-
dimensional type. Recently, however, we have proposed
possibility of generating~211!-dimensional multimode com
posite solitons in which at least one component carries to
logical charge@16#. Later on, two-dimensional~2D! dipole-
type composite solitons were suggested@17# and
experimentally observed@18,19#. Very recently, a rotating
propeller-type composite solitons was predicted and
served@20#. In this composite soliton, the second mode is
dipole and it is rotating in unison with the~slightly elliptic!
fundamental mode during propagation.

In this paper, we present a detailed theoretical study
collisions between~211!D composite solitons carrying topo
logical charges. Depending on the collision angle, these
interactions exhibit rich behavior upon collision, such as
sion, fission and spiraling. In particular, the collision giv
rise to an on-going spiraling process in which some of
collision products spiral around each other. The spiraling
curs even when the solitons are initially launched with t
jectories in the same plane, or even more intriguing, wh
they are launched in parallel to one another. In this la
case, the interaction is a clear manifestation of spin-o
interaction. We also observed a very intriguing phenomen
of soliton interactions: two soliton colliding at a given sca
tering angle, undergo a fusion process, and after some pr
gation distance, the fusion product breaks up and two~or
sometimes three! new solitons emerge. This ‘‘delayed ac
tion’’ phenomena turns out to be robust against pertur
tions.

This paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II we reiter
the existence of composite solitons carrying topologi
charges both for the step index and saturable nonlineari
©2001 The American Physical Society08-1
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To facilitate the understanding, we recall in Sec. III know
results from interactions between scalar two-dimensional
lindrically symmetric solitons. Then, we present in Sec. IV
detailed study, based on numerical simulations, of inter
tions between vector solitons carrying identical topologi
charges and report on new effects of spin-orbit coupling
shape transformation of the vortex component into a dip
In Sec. V we simulate interactions between multimode s
tons carrying opposite spin in which we find new pheno
ena: a three-dimensional delayed-action interaction, and
ergy exchange between rotating dipole solitons, both
which occur for solitons colliding at an angle that is sligh
below or close to the critical angle. We conclude in Sec.

II. COMPOSITE „2¿1…D SOLITONS CARRYING
TOPOLOGICAL CHARGES

In what follows, we review our results@16# on composite
solitons carrying topological charges, i.e., multicompon
two-dimensional@~211!D# vector solitons for which at leas
one component carries topological charge@21#. We do not
consider here composite solitons in which both fields ca
nonzero topological charges@22#. To make our theoretica
study as analytic as possible, we draw on the so-ca
thresholding nonlinearity, and employ theself-consistency
principle presented in Ref.@10#. We seek composite soliton
for which at least one mode carries topological charge. F
lowing this analytic study, we present below a numeri
study of composite solitons in realistic saturable nonline
ity.

We start from the normalized nonlinear Schro¨dinger
~NLS! equations@16,17#

i
]c j

]z
1¹2c j1dn~ I !c j50, ~1!

where c j , j 50,1 are the envelopes of two interactin
beams;z is the normalized propagation distance and¹2

5]2/]x21]2/]y2 is the normalized transverse Laplacia
Equations~1! describe two coupled beams in an optical m
dium with a normalizednonlinear refractive index chang
dn(I ) and total intensityI 5( j 50

1 uc j u2. We seek multicom-
ponent soliton solutions to Eqs.~1!, for which each compo-
nentc j carries a topological chargemj in the form

c j~r ,w,z!5uj~r !exp~ im j z1 imjw!, j 50,1, ~2!

m j being the propagation constants of the vector constitue
The simplest case occurs whenm050 and m1561. We
denote such solutions by (0,61). In other words, the firs
mode has radial symmetry~circular geometry! with maxi-
mum peak intensity at the origin, while the second mode
of the vortex type~doughnut geometry!. Substituting Eq.~2!
into Eq. ~1! we find

d2uj

dr2
1

1

r

duj

dr
2

mj
2

r 2
uj1dn~ I !uj5m juj , ~3!

with the refractive index change given as
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dn~ I !5dn~u0
21u1

2!. ~4!

System~3! is a nonlinear eigenvalue problem withm j being
the eigenvalues andc j are the corresponding eigenfunction
Equations~3! are supplemented with the following bounda
conditions:

uj~r !→0 as r→1`,
~5!

u0~0!5upeak, u08~0!50, u1~0!50.

A. Step-index nonlinearity: A fully solvable model

The step-index or threshold nonlinearity is defined by
normalizednonlinear refractive index changedn(I ) being
zero forI ,I th and constantdn051 otherwise. The solutions
to system~3! with boundary conditions given in Eq.~5! are

uj~r !5H h j Jmj
~k j r !, 0<r<a

h j

Jmj
~k ja!

Kmj
~Am ja!

Kmj
~Am j r !, r>a,

~6!

where k j
2[dn02m j.0 and m j.0; Jmj

(Kmj
) are the

regular~modified! Bessel functions of the first~second! kind
of ordermj ; anda is the normalized radius~the so-calledV
number @23#! of the induced waveguide. The propagatio
constants satisfy

Am jKmj 21~Am ja!

Kmj
~Am ja!

1
k j Jmj 21~k ja!

Jmj
~k ja!

50. ~7!

The eigenvalue Eq.~7! describes the eigenmodes of a weak
guiding step-index fiber for which the polarization states c
be found in Ref.@23#. We impose the self-consistency co
dition @2# on the vector components, i.e., the total intensity
the margins of the induced waveguide is equal to the thre
old intensity

I th5h0
2J0

2~k0a!1h1
2J1

2~k1a!. ~8!

Solving Eq.~7! together with the self-consistency conditio
~8! we find multiple branches of existence range of comp
ite vector solitons as shown in Fig. 1. Their total intens
exhibit different shapes on different groups of branches@24#.
In branches I and II, the cross section of the total intens
changes by increasingh1 (h150 being the scalar case!,
from circular to a ring geometry~or the intensity cross sec
tion changes from single to double ‘‘humps’’! on branch I,
and from a single ring to two concentric rings geome
~three to four ‘‘humps’’! on branch II. In Fig. 2 we show
typical examples of such composite solitons profiles tak
from branches I and II@corresponding to Figs. 1~b! and 1~d!#.
On the mixed branch, however, we observe a transition fr
single to double humps then to four humps in the intens
cross sections taken through the origin of the beam@see Fig.
1~c! and specific examples in Figs. 3~a!–3~c!#.

Further increasingh1, we find a narrow range of param
eters, where the induced waveguide resembles to ahollow
8-2
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INTERACTIONS BETWEEN TWO-DIMENSIONAL . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E 63 066608
fiber @see Fig. 3~d!#. This region corresponds to the dark ar
in Fig. 1~c! and exists also in branches I and II, although t
region is narrower@Figs. 1~b!, 1~d!#.

B. Vector „2¿1…D solitons in saturable nonlinearity

In this section we study the existence of composite s
tons in a true saturable nonlinearity which represents, e
nonlinearities in an isotropic homogeneously broadened t
level system. In this case, Eqs.~1! describe the interaction o

FIG. 1. ~a! Propagation constantsm0 ~solid! andm1 ~dashed! as
a function of the normalized radiusa of the induced waveguide~the
V number!; ~b!–~d! existence regions for composite (0,1) solitons
different branches:~b! branch I,~c! mixed branch, and~d! branch II.

FIG. 2. u0
2 ~doted!, u1

2 ~dashed!, and total intensityI ~solid!. The
parameters are~a! a56.5, h152.5 ~branch I!; ~b! a56.5, h1

54 ~branch I!; ~c! a58, h152.7 ~branch II!; and ~d! a
58, h153.7 ~branch II!.
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two incoherently coupled beams in saturable self-focus
nonlinearity with normalized nonlinear refractive inde
change given by

dn~ I !52
1

11I
, I 5uc0u21uc1u2. ~9!

The solutions to system~3! with dn(I ) given in Eq.~9! that
satisfy boundary conditions~5! exhibit the same features a
the solitons of the thresholding nonlinearity discussed
fore. Using a relaxation method, we find the wave functio
of composite two-component solitons~as shown below!, and
indeed they have the same features as the solitons of
thresholding nonlinearity, including the multihump structu
except that now one can use the results to study stability
collisions. In Fig. 4 we show a typical solution withupeak
52 and max(u1)50.64.

Now, we discuss stability of these solutions. We find~nu-
merically! that, at least in the single hump case, these str
tures are stable against deviations of at least 2% in in
amplitudes and at least 5% in terms of the relative displa
ment of the vector components. We have checked all of th
perturbations within a propagation distance in excess of
physical diffraction lengths. Thus, we can safely conclu
that at least the single hump composite solitons in a t
saturable nonlinearity should be observable. Similar res
were found in Ref.@25#, and confirm that, although suc
solitons might be ultimately mathematically unstable, t
saturation of the nonlinearity arrests the instability and
composite solitons should survive for very large propagat
distances. We emphasize that these results do not contr
experimental findings@19,26# with the photorefractive
screening nonlinearity@27,28#. In these experiments, th
vortex-type composite solitons are found to break up wit
one diffraction length. This break up is a direct result of t

t

FIG. 3. As in Fig. 2 with parametersa57.5 ~mixed branch! and
h52.2 ~a!, 2.95 ~b!, 3.6 ~c!, and 3.75~d!.
8-3
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anisotropy of the photorefractive screening nonlinearity,
which the induced waveguide is different for the two tran
verse directions@29,30#. However, in isotropic saturabl
nonlinear media, such as, for example, atomic vapors@5,31#,
we expect that vortex-type composite solitons will be sta
for propagation distances in excess of 100 diffraction leng
and will easily facilitate collision experiments.

III. INTERACTIONS BETWEEN „2¿1…D SCALAR
SOLITONS

For completeness, we first recall known results from
teractions between cylindrically symmetric scalar solitons
saturable self-focusing nonlinear media@32#. Such solitons
are solutions of a single NLS equation withc1[0 @1#, i.e.,

i
]c0

]z
1

1

2
¹2c02

c0

11uc0u2
50. ~10!

When two scalar solitons with circular cross section coll
with trajectories in the same plane and at angleu.uc then
they pass through each other unaffected~maintaining their
circular shape! @4#, whereas they undergo fusion or fissio
@5–7# for u,uc ~Fig. 5!. This, in turn, serves as a definitio
of the critical angleuc @33#.

IV. COLLISIONS BETWEEN „2¿1…D IDENTICAL
MULTIMODE VECTOR SOLITONS CARRYING

TOPOLOGICAL CHARGES

In this section, we present a detailed numerical study
collisions between two-dimensionalidentical ~having the
same structure! composite solitons carrying topologica
charges for different regimes of collision angle. The collisi

FIG. 4. Numerical solutions to system~3! obtained forupeak

52 and max(u1)50.64.~a!, ~b! are the profiles ofu0(r ) andu1(r ),
respectively.~c!, ~d! are the cross section in the (x,y) plane of the
first (u0) and the second modeu1, respectively.
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process between such composite solitons gives rise to a
ries of very interesting phenomena, such as spin-orbit c
pling, and many other effects that will be discussed se
rately. These interaction features should occur in a
isotropic saturable self-focusing nonlinear media, yet in o
study we consider two beams interacting in a medium w
normalized nonlinear refractive index changedn(I ) given in
Eq. ~9! where I is the total ~time-average! intensity. The
slowly varying envelope functions of the two interactin
beamsc j , j 50,1 satisfy two coupled normalized nonline
Schrödinger~NLS! equations@16,17# given in Eq.~1!. These
equations admit the following conservation laws:

Ej5E E uc j u2dxdy j50,1, ~11!

which represents the power of each component; in addi
the transverse momentumP and the angular momentumL
are conserved

P5E E pdxdy, L5E E r3pdxdy, ~12!

wherer is the transverse vector coordinate andp is the mo-
mentum density given by

p5
i

2E E S (
j 50

1

c j“c j* 2c.c.D dxdy, ~13!

These conserved quantities bear much importance bec
they relate solitons to particles.

To study collisions between composite solitons carry
topological charges, we perform extensive numerical sim
lations for which we launch in the (x,z) plane two vector

FIG. 5. Interactions of two circularscalar solitons (c1[0 and
c0 carries zero charge!. ~a! above the critical angle and~b! below
the critical angle.
8-4
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soliton pairs, each of which comprises of a circular comp
nent and a doughnut~vortex! component. Here, we conside
only single-hump composite solitons which were shown
merically @16# to be stable for propagation distances in e
cess of 100 physical diffraction lengths.

A. Collisions above the critical angle

We simulate Eq.~1! with initial condition given by (j
50,1):

c j
initial5 (

s561
c j~r1sr0 ;z50!eisqx, ~14!

where 2q is the collision angle@34# ~or twice the soliton
transverse velocity! and 2ur0u is the separation between th
centers of theidentical composite solitons. Initially,~at z
50) the vector solitons lie entirely on thex axis ~as shown
in Fig. 6!. In Fig. 7, we show interactions between tw
13 mm full width at half maximum~FWHM! ~of I ) single-

FIG. 6. Cross sections atz50 ~input! of the fundamental mode
intensity uc0u2 ~a! and of the first excited mode intensityuc1u2 ~b!.

FIG. 7. Interactions between two identical composite vec
solitons ~each carries identical topological chargesm050 andm1

511) colliding at angle u'2 °.uc , with uc0(0)u254 and
max(uc1u2)50.64. The initial separation between the compone
is 50.5mm. ~a! shows thec0 components and~b! the c1 compo-
nents.
06660
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hump identical vector solitons~each havingm050 andm1
511) colliding at angleu'2 °.uc . On first glance, it
seems as if both components interact like scalar solitons
at anglesu.uc , i.e., their trajectories cross each othe
However, here thec1 components acquire after the collisio
a rotating dipole-typeshape@Figs. 8~c! and 8~d!# whereas the
c0 components attainelliptical cross section@Figs. 8~a! and
8~b!#. Such rotating dipole solitons were recently observed
photorefractive materials@20#. Thec0 andc1 components of
both solitons rotate simultaneously~‘‘phase locked’’!, each
around its own center of mass in a clockwise direction. T
shape transformation into dipole upon collision and rotat
aresolelydue to the spin carried by the solitons and arenot
observed with scalar solitons.

B. Collisions close to the critical angle

As we decrease the collision angleu to an ‘‘intermedi-
ate’’ value, e.g.,u'0.66 °'uc , we observe a qualitative
change in the interaction picture~Fig. 9!. In this case, the
two interacting vector solitons undergo afission process
which ends up in creation of four pairs of components,
which each pair is self-trapped separately. The two ‘‘oute
pairs travel almost like free particles, whereas the ‘‘inne
pairs show strong pulsation and after propagating at cl
proximity for some distance, they eventually escape aw
from one another. Interestingly, although the initial pat

r

s

FIG. 8. Snapshots of the fundamental mode intensityuc0u2 at
z532 ~a! andz538 ~b!. Similarly, a snapshots of the first excite
mode intensity,uc1u2 is shown atz532 ~c! andz538 ~d!.

FIG. 9. As in Fig. 7 but for collision angleu'0.66 °'uc .
8-5
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~before collision! of the composite solitons were solely in th
(x,z) plane, the emerging four soliton pairs do not lie in th
plane anymore, but rather in a plane that is tilted clockw
with respect to (x,z) by an angle of 5.7 ° in the direction o
the co-rotating topological charges. This tilt of the plane
propagation is contrary to theu.uc case in which the
emerging soliton paths arealwaysin the (x,z) plane.

C. Collisions below the critical angle: Spin-orbit coupling

Further decreasing the collision anglebelow the critical
angle, e.g.,u'0.12 °, we observe the production of thre
vector solitons which are completely decoupled from ea
other ~Fig. 10!. The resulting solitons propagate in a pla
that is tilted by an angle 28.65 °. In the outer two pairsc0
andc1 both occupy the lowest mode of their jointly induce
waveguide. On the other hand, for the inner soliton com
nents,c0 and c1 occupy self-consistently the first and se
ond modes of their jointly induced potential. Furthermo
the inner composite soliton emerging from the collision d
velops complicated dynamics: itsc0 constituent initially
shows pulsation that gradually evolved into rotation arou
its own center of mass@Fig. 10~a!#. This dynamics relaxes
after some distance. Surprisingly, the emergingc1 field has
the form of a dipole, and exhibitsstable spiraling@35# for all
propagation distances in access@Fig. 10~b!#. Figure 11 shows
a magnified version of the propagation dynamics displa
in Fig. 10~b!, for a longer propagation distance~up to z
5232). We emphasize that this spiraling of the middlec1
component, occurs even though the initially launched s
tons had trajectories in the same plane. The spiraling oc
because some of the angular momentum carried by the
@exp(imw)# is transferred to orbital angular momentum. Th
is a clear manifestation ofspin-orbit interaction between
solitons. This generic behavior appears for all collisions w
u,uc including u50 ~when the solitons are launched

FIG. 10. As in Fig. 7 but for a collision angleu'0.12 °,uc .
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parallel!. In other words, the spiraling behavior of the emer
ing inner c1 dipole component appears also in the case
fully parallel-launched solitons. In the most counterintuiti
manner we find that solitons launched in parallel with o
another undergo fission, and one of the fission product
hibits spiraling. All this fascinating dynamics occurs just b
cause the input solitons are carrying ‘‘spin.’’

Finally, we note that the emerging solitons, for any co
sion angleu&uc , lie in a plane tilted with respect to th
plane of incidence (x,z). The tilt angle increases with de
creasingu, and atu50 reaches 37 °. If all the colliding
vector solitons havem521, then the plane of the emergin
solitons is tilted in an opposite direction, and all the rotati
dynamics presented above, including the spiraling, occur
reverse~anticlockwise! direction.

Before closing this section, we revisit the particlelik
quantities that characterize the solitons: powerEj of each
component and total angular momentumL. To this end, we
consider for example the collision depicted in Fig. 5. In t
first stage, before the collision takes place~up to z510), Ej
andL decrease very slowly at a rate of 0.003% per diffra
tion length~which is set up by our numerical accuracy!. In
the second stage, during which the solitons strongly ove
and interact,Ej andL decrease at a higher rate~this is where
radiation modes are highly excited! of 0.05% per diffraction
length. In the final stage, after the collision has ended, o
the inner spiraling dipole and itsc0 companion continue to
loose power and angular momentum at almost the same
as before.

The long term prospect of evolution of the inner solito
seems to be that the dipole eventually coalesces to a circ
shape and both components occupy the lowest mode of
jointly induced waveguide. It seems~numerically! that this
behavior is characteristic of all such interactions of comp
ite solitons carrying topological charge. To conclude th
section, we have studied interactions between compo
solitons carrying identical topological charges for differe
values of collision angles. We report on several effects wh
are caused by the ‘‘spin’’ carried by the second excited mo
such as shape transformation~a vortex into a dipole!, fusion
and fission. Perhaps the most noticeable effect is the ob
vation of spin-orbit interaction which occurred at angles b
low the critical angle, including when the initial soliton tra
jectories were in parallel to one another and lie in the sa
plane.

FIG. 11. A magnified version of the dynamics displayed in F
10~b!.
8-6
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V. COLLISIONS BETWEEN „2¿1…D COMPOSITE
SOLITONS CARRYING OPPOSITE TOPOLOGICAL

CHARGES

In this section, we report on a new collision effec
delayed-action interaction. It occurs when two compos
solitons carrying topological chargesm1561 collide, and
form a bound state that has a prolonged ‘‘lifetime’’~propa-
gation distance! of about 35, yet this bound state decays
some point into two or three new vector solitons, that
fundamentally different than the original input solitons~see
Fig. 15 for a schematic representation of the phenomena!. In
addition, we report in this section on energy exchange
tween rotating dipole solitons that emerge as a result of
lision between vortex type vector solitons.

A. Collisions above the critical angle

We have simulated Eq.~1! with the initial condition~see
Fig. 12! given by Eq.~14!. In this case, the first vector sol

FIG. 12. Cross sections atz50 ~input! of the fundamental mode
intensity uc0u2 ~a! and of the first excited mode intensityuc1u2 ~b!.

FIG. 13. Interactions of two vortex-type composite solitons w
~0,1! and ~0,-1! structure colliding at angleu'2 °.uc , with
uc0(0)u254 and max(uc1u2)50.64. The initial separation betwee
the components is 13~in a dimensionless units!. ~a! shows thec0

components and~b! the c1 components.
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ton is of the (0,1) type, i.e.,c0 has chargem050 andc1 has
chargem1511 whereas the second vector is of the (
21) type~i.e., c0 hasm050 andc1 has chargem1521).
At a very large collision angle (u'2 °.uc) the two vector
solitons go through each other~see Fig. 13!. The first com-
ponent (c0) attains an elliptical shape whereas thec1 com-
ponent undergoes a shape-transformation, from vortex t
to a rotating dipole. Each single component that constit
the c1 field starts rotating~right after they collide! in an
opposite direction, one in a clockwise and the other in
anticlockwise directions@see Fig. 13~b!#. This shape trans-
formation interaction resembles the interaction betwe
composite solitons with corotating vortices~see Sec. IV!.
However, as we decrease the angle, all the interaction pic
changes dramatically and attains features that were neve
served before.

B. Collisions close to the critical angle: Delayed-action
interaction

When two identical composite solitons of oppos
‘‘spins’’ collide at an angleu'0.37 °,uc , then both vector

FIG. 14. Interactions of two composite solitons colliding atu
'0.37 °,uc , with uc0(0)u254 and max(uc1u2)50.64. ~a!, ~b!
show thec0 , c1 components.~c!,~d! same as~a!,~b! but with
deviations of 3% in initial amplitudes.

FIG. 15. Schematic representation of the two delayed ac
examples shown in Fig. 14. Two vector solitons collide, a me
stable bound state forms, and after many diffraction lengths,
bound state decays into new vector solitons.~a! corresponds to Figs
14~a!, 14~b!, whereas~b! refers to Figs. 14~c!, 14~d!.
8-7
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constituents undergo a fusion process and form a reso
bound state that has a prolonged ‘‘lifetime’’~propagation
distance! of about 35 diffraction lengths. When this met
stable bound state eventually disintegrates, it gives rise
new vector soliton states with trajectories that lie in a pla
almost orthogonal to the initial plane~Fig. 14 and the sche
matic presentation in Fig. 15!.

This delayed-action process resembles interaction
cesses between elementary particles, in which the interm
ate ~metastable! fusion product plays the role of a ‘‘media
tor.’’ This phenomenon is observed here with solitons. W
find ~numerically! that the generic delayed-action interacti
is robust against deviation of at least 3% in initial amp
tudes. Even in its shortest scenario~when we perturb the
initial soliton input!, a bound metastable state still occu
and it survives for a distance of 20 diffraction lengths. Ne
ertheless, the details of the delayed-action interaction pro
and the emerging solitons critically depend upon the ini
amplitudes. In the examples depicted in Fig. 14, the in
solitons differ by merely 3% in initial amplitudes, yet in on
case two solitons emerge from the collision process, whe
in the other three solitons are emitted. Evidently, ti
changes in the input parameters completely change the
tails of the interaction.

For a collision angle ofu'0.48 ° ~which is smaller than,
yet still close to, the critical angle!, the soliton components
undergo fission and give rise to three new vector solit
~Fig. 16!. Of these emerging vector solitons, two are of t
dipole type, and propagate in the (x,z), while the third is
propagating in a plane that is tilted with respect to the (x,z)
plane. Interestingly, the dipole vector solitons possess an
cillatory behavior: we observe anenergy exchange in be
tween the dipole constituents. This indicates that the relativ
phase between the vector constituents of the two soliton

FIG. 16. Interactions of two composite solitons colliding
angleu'0.48 °.uc , with uc0(0)u254 and max(uc1u2)50.64. The
initial separation between the components is 13~in a dimensionless
units!. ~a! shows thec0 components and~b! the c1 components.
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neither zero norp. This complex shape transformation
unique to vector solitons having topological chargesm
561 and was not found in other systems not even in
case where the vector solitons have identical ‘‘spin.’’

C. Collisions below the critical angle: Soliton fusion

As we continue to decrease the scattering angle below
critical angle, e.g., foru'0.12 °, the two vector soliton com
ponents merge together and form a bound state~see Fig. 17!.
The c0 component starts rotating in a screw form until
converges to a circular shape. However, thec1 components,
form a rotating dipole soliton that jointly self-trap with th
c0 field. The ‘‘circular’’ and the dipole fields occupy th
ground and the first excited states of their jointly induc
potential, respectively. In essence, the collision products
tween composite solitons carrying opposite topologi
charges at angle less than the critical angle iscompletely
different than in the case where the solitons have ident
spins. In the later case, the vector components didnot fuse
and instead major part of the internal angular moment
~spin! was transfered into orbital angular momentum, hen
no fusion was observed.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

Collisions between optical spatial solitons exhibit ma
fascinating and diverse aspects. The largest variety of p
nomena occurs for media with saturable nonlinearity,

FIG. 17. Interactions of two composite solitons colliding atu
'0.12 °,uc , with uc0(0)u254 and max(uc1u2)50.64. ~a! show
the c0 and ~b! c1 components.
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which case a stationary~211!D propagation is possible. In
all of the studies of soliton interactions, the solitons cons
ered were either in (111) dimensions or with a two-
dimensional cylindrical symmetry.

Here, we have proposed the possibility of generating~2
11!D multimode composite solitons in which at least o
component carries topological charge. We have studied
teractions between such composite solitons for different
gimes and discovered numerous effects which are cau
solely by the ‘‘spin’’ carried by the second excited mod
and donot exist for other forms of solitons. These new ph
nomena are absent even for the Manakov solitons and
~111!D multimode ~composite! solitons. One example in
cludes shape-transformation of vortex into a dipole that
curs at high scattering angles—at angles for which all s
tons of all types simply go through one another unaffect
Another example is a fission process in which three vec
solitons came out of two. Perhaps the most noticeable ef
is the observation of spin-orbit interaction which occurred
angles below the critical angle, including when the init
soliton trajectories were in parallel to one another and lie
the same plane. In this collision process, the initial angu
momentum was carried solely by the topological cha
~‘‘spin’’ ! of each soliton~because the initial soliton trajecto
ries are in the same plane or parallel to one another!. The
angular momentum is transferred, through the collision,
part to the rotation of the frame of propagation of the solito
emerging from the collision. In other words, angular mome
tum was transferred from the form of ‘‘spin’’ to rotations o
the frame of reference, that is, to orbital angular momentu

The most intriguing phenomenon we discovered was
‘‘delayed action collision’’ between interacting composi
solitons carrying opposite spins. This new effect has ne
been observed before inanykind of soliton bearing systems
We have seen that, in the case where the collision ang
s.
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slightly below the critical angle, two vector solitons form a
unstable bound state. This bound state survives the evolu
for very long distance~many diffraction lengths! until it
breaks up and new vector solitons are emitted. This inte
tion resembles the interaction between two elementary
ticles in which the ‘‘mediator’’~the fusion product! has a
prolonged yet finite ‘‘half life-time’’ and eventually decay
into new self-trapped entities: soliton states that dive
away from one another similar to free particles. This delay
action process is an intricate version of the~111!D case for
which the soliton amplitudes exhibit large persistent osci
tions due to internal degrees of freedom the so-called sol
internal modes@36#. In our ~211!D case of interaction be
tween composite solitons, this additional internal degrees
freedom take on a fascinating form, because they allow
‘‘storage’’ of energy and angular momentum in full 3D. Th
result is the surprising and intriguing delayed-action inter
tion. Finally, it is important to note that collisions betwee
composite solitons having identical topological charges
fundamentally different from the case where the solito
have opposite spins. This means that one cannot tella priori
what will be the interaction outcome between solitons w
opposite spins colliding at some given angleu, based on
collision between composite solitons having identical sp
colliding at the same angle.
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